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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

High-resolution spectroscopy of Nd’+ in YAIO, 

A Lupei, V Lupei and S Georgescu 
Institute of Atomic Physics, Bucharest, Romania 

Received 6 February 1992 

AbstraeL High-resolution statical and dynamical spectmsocopy invesrigarions of lid3+ 
in a YAIO3 laser crystal have been carried out at I7 K. New satellite lines have been 
detected around wery normal transition. Up to four such satellites have been resolwd at 
I I K .  with shiftsdeoendineon the transition. I n  the ‘F?m(l) S 4 1 g , 3 ( l )  transition four - -, - . . . , . . . 
clear satellites have been detected with liktimer varying between 2 10 and z 105ps. 
These satellites are m a t  probably pair lines, wilh the ion-ion interaction of dipoldipole 
type. 

Doped with Nd3+, yttrium aluminium peroskite (YAIO,) is one of the most impor- 
tant laser crystals. Although the statistical spectroscopic properties of the ‘isolated’ 
Nd3+ ions in YAIO, are relatively well known (Weber and Varitimos 1971), less 
information on the luminescence quenching of the metastable 4F312 level has been 
published. Voronko er a1 (1974) analysed the global luminescence decays for several 
Nd3+ concentrations in terms of direct donor-acceptor and migration energy transfer 
processes. The existence of a fast initial part in the decay was reported and con- 
nected with YAIO, structure data available at that time that assumed the existence of 
many (twelve) Y3+ sites in the first coordination sphere (at ‘5 5.2 A), the interaction 
between Nd3f ions being considered to be of dipole4ipole type. Since this study, 
performed at a time when many aspects of the energy transfer processes had not 
been elucidated, no other analysis of the Nd3+ luminescence quenching in YAIO, 
has been published (to our knowledge). 

This letter presents some preliminary results of a high-resolution spectral and tem- 
poral spectroscopic investigation of Nd3+:YA10,, revealing new features important 
for the understanding of the energy transfer processes in this system. 

Samples of YAI0,:Nd3+ grown by the Czochralski method with concentrations 
for 0.1 at.% to 1.5 at.% Nd3+ have been investigated. The measurements have been 
mainly performed at 77 K with spectral resolution of Y 0.1 A The transmission 
excitation and selectively excited luminescence spectra, as well as luminescence decay 
data, have been obtained using previously described set-ups (Lupei et a1 1987, 1989). 

For the weakly doped samples, the usual Nd3+ lines in YAIO, (Weber and Variti- 
mos 1971) have been obselved. Samples with concentrations larger than Y 0.1 at.% 
Nd3+ show around each line in absorption, excitation or selectively excited lumines- 
cence several satellites whose intensities grow strongly with the Nd3+ content. Figure 
1 presents the transmission spectra for a sample with 1.5 at.% Nd3+ in the region 
of the 41,,2(1) -+4F3 /2 ( l )  and 41,/2 - + 4 G 5 / 2 ( l )  transitions (the Stark sublevels are 
labelled 1, 2, . . .). The excitation spectra, using for detection the 4F312 fluorescence 
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monitored with a low spectral resolution and a dye laser for excitation, show a similar 
structure (figure 2). In the 419?2(l) 44G,12(l) region one can observe at 77 K at 
least four resolved satellites shifted by a maximum of = 14 cm-I from the main 
line. The main line is distorted as a result of the strong absorption of the laser and 
reabsorption of emitted radiation. 
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Figure 1. Transmission spectra of an 1 1.5 ai.% Figure 2. Excitation spectra of the 
Nd3+:YA10, sample at 77 K (e) around the 'F312 luminesccnce for an '5 1.5 at.% 
'I9l1(1) -+'F312(l) transition and ( b )  around the Nd3+:YAI03 sample a1 77 K when the 
' I 9 p ( 1 )  -'ci512(l) transition. ' lSl2(1) -4Gb12(l) transition is scanned. 

More information has been obtained using selectively excited and detected lumi- 
nescence. I n  this way, different satellites in the pump region (4G,/? level) have been 
connected with those in the luminescence region (4F,12 level) and the decay times 
for every luminescent satellite could be estimated. "mble 1 presents the shifts ( A V )  
of the satellites observed in the 419/a(l) S 4F3/2(l) transition, labelled P, to P,, 
relative to the normal line N (situated at T 11 418 cm-') and their lifetimes 7; (at 
77 K). The lifetime for the normal l i e  has been estimated from a sample with low 
concentration, since for large concentrations the decays are non-exponential. One 
can obselw (table 1) large variations in lifetimes among the satellites. 

Table 1. The shifl (AY), lifetimes (T,) and transfer rates (U',) of lhe satellite lines in 
the 4F3p(1) S'1912(l)  Nd3t transition in YAIO, at 77 K. 

AV (cm-') 0 23.5 24.5 2 6  2 8  
r (ps) 2175 '5105 '518 '522 215 w, (s-l) o -3.8 x 103 24.9 x 10' 2 4  x 104 6 x IO' 
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The satellites, obsewed in every transition, are intrinsic to the Nd3+ system, and 
can most probably be associated with Nd3+-Nd3+ pairs. There are several arguments 
in favour of this assignment: the strong dependence on Nd3+ content; the shorter 
lifetimes of the satellites as compared with isolated lines; YAIO, structure; comparison 
with other systems etc. 

The structure of YAIO, crystals (Diehl and Brandt 1975) is complex and 
favourable to the formation of various classes of Nd3+-ion pairs. Nd3+ ions sub- 
stitute for Y3+ in YAIO, that has orthorhombic local symmeuy. The possible Nd3+ 
pairs, characterized by two numbers (N, R,) ,  where A' counts the Y3+ positions at 
a distance R, from a given site taken as origin, are 

(2; 3.64 A, (2; 3.73 A), (2; 3.79 A), (4; 4.97 A), (2; 5.18 A), . . . . (1) 

Since Nd3+ has a larger ionic radius (1.12 A) than Y3+ (1.02 A), each Nd3+ can 
induce at the site of its pair a small stress that leads to local crystal-field perturbations, 
responsible for most spectral shifts. The change of the decay times for the pairs from 
that corresponding to the isolated ions can be interpreted as resulting from a transfer 
of energy between the two companions by cross relaxation on intermediate and 
4115/2 levels (Buisson and Liu 1984, Buisson et a1 1984). The transfer rate W, for 
a class of pairs can be defined as W, = 7c1 - 7i1, where T~ is the experimental 
decay time for the pair and 7o the lifetime of the 'isolated' ions. The transfer rates 
for pairs, estimated at 77 K, are given in table 1. 

To associate the satellites with a class of pairs (1) one can use the transfer rates 
rather than the spectral shifts: i.e. the satellites P,, P,, P,, P, correspond to the 
classes of pairs (1) ordered according to increasing distances. With this assignment the 
transfer rates show a linear dependence on 1 / R f ,  which suggests that the interaction 
mechanism between the Nd3+ in YAIO, is essentially of clipoledipole type. The 
transfer microparameter C,, defined by W, = C,,Rr6 and using the transfer rates 
Wi at 77 K, is about (1.2-1.4)~ lo-"' cm6 s-l .  

This microparameter C,, can be alternatively estimated from the non-exponential 
decay of the main line N in concentrated samples. For large times ( t  >10&150 ps), 
the non-exponential part can be described by a Fflrster (1949) e-7"" law correspnd- 
ing to a dipoledipole interaction with more distant acceptors. From the experimental 
y-values one can estimate the transfer microparameter C,, ( y  = !p3/27ACA2, with 
7, the absolute Nd3t content for a cross-relaxation quenching process). These esti- 
mation procedures give C,, Y 1.5 x cm6 s-', in good agreement with values 
obtained by direct pair measurements. 

Therefore, in the case of Nd%n YAIO,, unlike several other Nd3+-doped crystals 
(Nd3+:LiYF, (Barthem er a1 1986) or Nd3+:YAG (Lupei er a1 1987, 1989)) the ion- 
ion interaction responsible for energy transfer is most probably of dipoledipole 
type, even for nearest-neighbour pairs. Structural differences between these crystals 
could explain the inefficiency of the superexchange interaction in the case of the 
Nd3+:YAI0, system. More studies are necessary to elucidate this problem. 

In conclusion, our experiments have for the first time provided evidence for the 
existence of a satellite structure of Nd3+ spectra in YAIO,. These satellites are most 
probably pair lines, the measured quenching rates suggesting a dipole-dipole interac- 
tion between Nd3+ ions. The influence of this structure on the global luminescence 
decay shapes, as well as their influence on quantum efficiency measurements, will be 
discussed in other work. 
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